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around the draw-in area by
20 cm to 120 cm.

The chipper is designed for
fragmentisation of standing
timber up to the diameter of
56 cm. For rapid treatment of
large volumes or root sets,
the draw-in opening has now
been extended to 68 cm so

New HEM 581 Z mobile chipper with many
technical innovations 
20 % larger intake opening, outfeed via conveyor belt or fan steal the show

Information for customers and staff

that the draw-in area now
has a total of 0.816 sq m. 

A further objective of the
overhaul was adaptation of
the machine to the next ge-
neration of large tractors
with ever-increasing motor

Technik zur Aufbereitung von Biomasse

(uhh) Increasing timber prices
are forcing the treatment of
residual forest timber more
and more into the spotlight.
This material is produced dur-
ing timber felling, and up to
now it has often been left aro-
und in the woods as a use-
less leftover. It consists of
shrubbery and bulky bran-
ches, in other words it has
considerable volume and very
little mass.

Tractor-driven mobile chip-
pers have proven themselves
as an economic solution in
the German market over the
last few years. The HEM 561
and its predecessor the HEM
560 have taken over at the
top of the market. 

The coming new tractor gene-
ration, which will certainly be
able to produce more than
290 kW (400 hp) drive power,
and the residual forest timber
problem described above
now require further develop-
ment of the hitherto existing
machinery concept. The result
of this is a new machine with

the designation HEM 581 Z.
The main characteristic of 
the new machine is a draw-in
widened by around 20 cm.
This is why it is called the
HEM 581 Z, which means 
561 + 20 equals 581. The
machine still has the esta-
blished drum diameter, but
has now been widened

Brief specifications: 
� Infeed width 1200 mm
� Infeed height: 680 mm (approved for trunks with roots)

Technische Möglichkeit 680 mm
� Drum diameter: 820 mm
� Fitments: 12 or 24 blades
� Max. zul. Leistung: ca. 350 kW
� Running gear with bolted drawbar:

Top hanging: height-adjustable 
Bottom hanging: height-adjustable
Drive journals: height-adjustable 

� Running gear with optional bolted crane plate of make Loglift and Epsilon
� Axle displacement: front and rear positions
� front position
� Drawbar load with crane: approx. 1000 kg
� rear position
� Drawbar load with crane: approx 2000 kg
� Drawbar load without crane: approx. 1000 kg
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Dear reader,

our company has carried out im-
portant steps over the last few
weeks to be fit for the further in-
creasing demand for machines
for the treatment of wood-type
biomasses. First, we have
moved into a new 350 sq m of-
fice building which is located
right next to our works in
Petershagen. This building con-
tains modern, pleasant offices
for the sales department and
the organisation, EDP and con-
trolling departments. This also
means that the old administrati-
on offices now provides space
to extend our construction de-
partment. We now have 10 em-
ployees working on the conti-
nuous for the development and
improvement of our machines,
using the most modern in con-
struction software, who are wor-
king using the motto "improve
what is good, keep the best".

Parallel to this, we used the
summer months to relocate our
complete mechanical fabrication
including all the existing CNC
machines into the building own-
ed by the Frost company only
two kilometres away. We have
signed a lease agreement for
several years with Frost. This
means that the total extensions
we have carried out to our pre-
vious works in Petershagen
Wegholm amounts to around
1000 sq m. The mechanical fa-
brication is networked online
with our main works so that the
advantages of short distances
are not lost.

The relocation of the mechanical
fabrication means that additio-
nal assembly space has been
created in our main works.
However, thanks to current de-
velopments, this is still not
enough to cope with demand
with its short delivery deadli-
nes. For this reason, the first
collective meeting of executive
managers and advisory board
took the decision to extend the
main works in Wegholm by a
further 1000 sq m. The end ef-
fect is to increase the current
production capacity by around
50%.

We are sure you will recognise
that this means we are looking
optimistically into the future. An
important part in all this was
played by new products, and
especially the new HEM 581.
You can find extensive informati-
on about this machine in this
issue of JENZ News. We hope
you enjoy reading this issue. 

power. In addition, the over-
all drive power is no longer
provided by a main belt, but
is now divided with regard to
both main power consumers
(drum and ventilator). The
new concept means that the
permissible drive input rises
from 235 kW to over 350 kW.
Both belts are fitted with
couplings which can be auto-
matically actuated indepen-
dently of each other. This di-
vision of the engaging sy-
stem means that the tractor
is even less under load du-
ring the coupling procedure.
A belt drive is no longer ne-
cessary for driving the hy-
draulic pump, the pump is
now flanged directly onto
the main drive shaft and is
maintenance-free.

The machine stand has also
been subject to a thorough
overhaul. In this context it
was considered important to
simplify the process of scre-
en basket changing, because
the size of woodchippings is
finally determined by the
screen. Changing the basket
has also been considerably
simplified on the new machi-

ne. The complete chipper
rear panel can be opened at
the back, and the screen
then slides out of the machi-
ne stand on its guides and
can simply be lifted up using
the loading crane. Screen
changing can now easily 
be carried out in "one-
man operation". In addition,
there is now a place to 
store the reserve screen
basket safely on the top of
the movable rear panel to
save space.

Previously, constructing a
pulled working machine
based on the drive tractor
was no problem. This is no
longer the case due to the
common problem of widely
varying tyre sizes, which
means that the towing trac-
tor is often much higher than
the working machine and the
power takeoff shaft is then
inclined. This leads to higher
wear and increases operating
costs. The operator must pay
considerable attention to
proper alignment in order to
achieve the required long
power takeoff shaft service
life. The new HEM 581 comes
prepared for this problem
thanks to its completely
height-adjustable drawbar. In

addition, the drawbar can be
used so that the operator can
choose to take advantage of
increased drawbar loads by
selecting between the top
hitch, and the bottom hitch
which is widespread outside
Germany. 

Considerable attention was
paid to the running gear du-
ring the redesign of the HEM
581 Z. Power takeoff shaft
chippers are now supplied
with or without loading
crane. The weight of the large
crane is now up to 1.5 tonnes
due to the increased perfor-
mance requirements and the
associated larger reach. This
weight is now located at the
front on the towing drawbar
and needs to be taken into
account when considering
the weight balance on the
rigid drawbar trailer. This
causes a problem if the axles
cannot be relocated. This
problem is now been solved
in connection with the rede-
sign of the machine drive.
The new HEM 581 chassis
now means that the wheels
can be adapted in a similar
manner to weighing scales 
so that the drawbar load 
can be adjusted according 
to requirements. The ope-
rator can also retrofit a loa-
ding crane without losing 
any of his drawbar load
capacity.

The machine is full of further
innovations. A pre-fragmenti-
ser, the JENZ Woodcracker 
W 600, can now be mounted
on the draw-in roller frame.
This means that residual tim-
ber which is too large for the
intake in terms of diameter
can be pre-split without in-
terrupting chipping operati-
ons. This means that the ma-
ximum trunk diameter has
been increased to more than
1200 mm.

Outfeed can either take place
by fan or conveyor belt. The
conveyor belt can be fitted or
removed extremely quickly,
and can also remain on the
machine if the outfeed is ta-
king place using a fan. 

The HEM 581 Z is ready for
immediate delivery. Just as its
predecessor the HEM 561,
the basic machine forms a
complete new product family.
The HEM 581 DQ and the
HEM 581 DL are also availa-
ble as additional models
which are supplied with their
own add-on motor. These
machines will be available
until summer 2008.Caption: The HEM 581 Z in action with a Loglift crane, F 71, and

driven by a Fendt 930.

HEM 581 Z with fan and conveyor belt
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Interested visitors watching JENZ machine demonstrations at 
Open Day.

The "General's hill" gave the visitors an excellent view of the 
impressive working speed attained by the chipper track.

(uhh) The use of biomasses
is of central importance to
the future of mankind.
Almost every day the news-
papers bring us news on this
matter. High-powered, robust
and durable machines are
necessary for the use of bio-
masses. This is the reason
that JENZ devised its first
Open Day using the motto
"Biomasses - energy for the
future".

Over three days, all interest-
ed visitors were presented
with almost a complete pro-
gramme of the mobile frag-
mentisers made by JENZ. The
machines were grouped in
three areas to improve the
overview.
Heavy waste fragmentisers of
the AZ 660 and AZ 960 series
dominated demonstration
area 1. The AZ 960 XL coarse-
ly pre-fragmentised the ma-
terial with fixed tools so that
it could be temporarily
stored until further treatment
in a biomass yard without
causing ignition processes.
Course material was pre-frag-
mentised using the new JENZ
Woodcracker "1350“. In ad-
dition, fine fragmentisation
using fixed or movable tools
could be observed. During
this, the AZ 660 Wotan, AZ
660 DL and AZ 460 models
were presented.

machine. The most important
point was the logistical con-
cept behind it. This was able
to be particularly effectively
illustrated in this case. At the
conclusion of the demonstra-
tion, the truck took a curving
course between fruit trees
placed only 12 m apart in the
adjacent orchard without
bending a single branch of
the young trees. After this,
the truck shot off down the
road at full speed. The visi-
tors were standing on a
small observation hill around

5 m high, and were given a
powerful demonstration of
the "limitless" truck concept
thanks to the trail of dust
which could be seen from a
long way off. This vehicle will
no longer have any problems
with motorways. 

The presentations were
rounded off with demonstra-

tions of the well-known HEM
700, HEM 561 DL "Tiger“,
HEM 561 Z with Fendt Vario
926 and HEM 360 ZA with
Fendt Vario 930 machines.
The Woodcracker 820 broke
down any trunks which were
too big.

Overall, almost all our ma-
chinery was deployed 12
times over three days follow-
ing a well thought-out pro-
gram sequence. During this,
each presentation was 
given expert commentary by

"demonstration manager"
Hartmut Schneckener via
radio to a total of more than
2000 visitors. The specialist
visitors were also given
enough time between pre-
sentations to discuss what
they saw with JENZ staff and
to draw their conclusions
over refreshing drinks in the
catering area. 

The waste fragmentiser model range on the company premises was
very convincing.

The JENZ Woodcracker can cope with any tree

Exchanging experiences in a pleasant atmosphere after the presen-
tation

Open Day 
Biomasse – energy for the future
More than 2000 visitors to three days of events

The new HEM 1000 DXL was
centre of attention at
demonstration area 2. The
machine, belonging to the
Krenn company from Groß-
schönau in Austria and
weighing 30 tonnes, was
able to impressively demon-
strate its enormous shred-
ding power despite the short
demonstration. In addition,
machines in the HEM 420
and HEM 360 series were

shown, all of which were op-
erated by Valtra tractors. 

The demonstration was
rounded off here by the pre-
sentation of the new Terra-
select disk sifter. The ma-
chine isolates fine content
up to 8 mm and transports
the residual woodchippings
directly into the JENZ bio-
mass heating works bunker.

Heinz Schildmeier then used
his wonderfully restored
LANZ Eilbulldog 4016, made
in 1958 and mounted on a
JENZ Type AKF-L60 field
wagon made in 1956, to
transport the visitors to de-
monstration area 3. Here the
new JENZ Chipper Truck,
based on the MAN-TGA
28.480 6x4-4 BL chassis,
showed what it could do. It
was not just chipping which
was demonstrated by this



JENZ GmbH
Maschinen- und 
Fahrzeugbau
Wegholmer Str. 14
32469 Petershagen
Tel.:05704/9409-0
Fax: 05704/9409-47
e-mail: info@jenz.de
www.jenz.de

Datum/date Veranstaltung/Event Ort/place Firma/Company
06.11.07-09.11.07 Umweltfachmesse Ökotech Budapest (H) JENZ
13.11.07-17.11.07 Agritechnica Hannover JENZ
22.11.07-23.11.07 16. Symposium Otti Kolleg Kloster Banz, Staffelstein JENZ
05.12.07-06.12.07 Composting Association Conference Tedford (UK) WESTCON
05.12.07-09.12.07 Austro Agrar Tulln 2007 Tulln/Donau (A) JENZ

Come and see us at the following events

(uhh) The landscape of
southern England features
several hill ranges. This in-
cludes the Mendip Hills in
North Somerset, in which Phil
Harris runs his company,
Mendip Woodshavings. Phil
Harris is happy. He backed
the right horse 25 years ago
and started to process waste
wood from the surrounding
furniture factories and
sawmills in addition to his
farming business.  

Mendip Woodshavings can
now offer these companies a
new service.  All waste wood
produced at these locations
can be inexpensively collect-
ed using his own vehicle
fleet. 

Mendip Woodshavings Limited in Bristol, GB, receives AZ 660
New machine arrives to extend wood ship production

JENZ central branch office moves into new home

Otherwise, the companies
would have had to pay fees
for the disposal of this mate-
rial.

The woodchippings, the Jenz
final product were tailor
made for use in the English
chipboard manufacturer in-
dustry who insists on high
quality requirements for its
woodchippings; they were
also used by farmers and
racecourses. It took a long
time before Phil Harris man-
aged to find a shredder which
could produce this level of
quality from his material. This
was a JENZ AZ 35, powered
by a 200 HP motor, and mod-
ified by Mendip in a few ways
with regard to their special

requirements.  This especially
applied to the extremely po-
werful Neodym metal separa-
tor, because absolutely no
nails were allowed in the
woodchippings.

The AZ 35 became a major
factor in his company's suc-
cess. In the course of capaci-
ty extension, the machine
was replaced with an AZ 55.
In the meantime, the task de-
finition for shredder has
changed. Deliveries of wood-
chippings, and new products
manufactured in house form
them for the farming and
equine sectors have replaced
the demand from the chip-
board manufacturing which
was subject to major fluctua-

tions; supplies to the small
animal breeding sectors are
also growing steadily. 

Phil Harris has now invested
in a bagging unit to keep up
with increased demand. The
shredder is intended to work
with this unit as well. The re-
quirements for this, in other
words being able to work for
long periods from one loca-
tion without requiring clean-
ing, can be better achieved
with the new AZ 660. This
machine is fitted with an
additional conveyor belt for
collecting spillage material.
This prevents contamination
underneath the machine. In
addition, Phil Harris was
convinced by the new IPS
system for protecting the ma-
chine from foreign bodies.
This system does not just
result in more safeguarding
against unplanned break-
downs, but also reduces 
the costs for foreign object
damage. 

To sum up, Mendip Wood-
shavings has now purchased
its third JENZ shredder within
10 years, which is also indi-
cates how good the service
provided by Westcon Equip-
ment, our UK JENZ dealer, is.
The machine, with its 490
horsepower, was handed over
by Neil Bond, managing
director of Westcon, and 
Uwe Hempen-Hermeier to
Phil Harris.
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Phil Harris with our English dealer Neil Bond and Mr Hempen-Hermeier during the successful machine
handover in Bristol.

Your JENZ Central team: 
Bernd Steiner (left) and 
Arno Kunzmann (right)

(ksc) On the first of August
2007, the JENZ Central branch
office moved into the new
warehouse and office in
Bruchsal. 

The move from Karlsruhe to
Bruchsal means we are able to
offer even more service thanks
to customer proximity. The
rapid link to the motorway
makes us even more accessi-
ble with regards to customer

service and spare parts ser-
vice.

The new address is:
JENZ Central Sales
Area Sales Manager 
Bernd Steiner
Brettener Straße 49
76646 Bruchsal
Tel: 07251/358470
Fax: 07251/358471
Mobile: 0170/8613446

You can reach Arno Kunz-
mann, who is the service fit-
ter responsible for machine
maintenance and repair work,
on: 0171/7755082


